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these things daily, whereas these other people get them perhaps once a
week or else an oversupply for a while and then none at all for months.
On the other hand, from the standpoint of vegetable oils and stimu-
lants, the advantage is all the other way. The cyclonic regions raise
only an insignificant share of the seeds and nuts that furnisbT oils" Our
South, to be sure, forms a warm cyclonic area, because the storms here
swing unusually far to the south. Therefore it raises a vast amount of
cottonseed and some peanuts, both of which are good sources of oil.
It likewise produces much tobacco. But these crops do not put the
cyclonic regions on a par with the warmer parts of the earth with their
sesame, peanuts, cocoanuts (for copra), and palmnuts, or their coffee,
tea, cocoa, and spices.
In the production of industrial plants the cyclonic regions and the
rest of the world split aEbut even. They divide the cotton and wood
in such a way that the cyclonic regions get more than the others per
capita. Hemp, flax, and hops, however, are scarcely as important as
jutet hcnequin and manila hempr while rubber ranks as the most impor-
tant of all products which the cyclonic regions cannot supply for them-
selves^
<*==*Turning to the minerak we see that the metals, fuels, and other non-
metallic minerals all come overwhelmingly from the cyclonic regions.
The perTapita production even oiTmanganese is as great there as in the
rest of the world, while the most important materials such as iron and
coal are overwhelmingly cyclonic products. Qnly gold and tin really be-
long elsewhere. This is partly the result of accidents which are vSry
fortunate for the cyclonic regions. Coal, especially, is more abundant
there than anywhere else, and the deposits of iron are exceptionally
good. Yet the main reason for the enormous production of almost all
kinds of minerals in cyclonic areas is the activity and intelligence of the
people. They use their resources, whereas the rest of the world lets
them lie unused until the people of the more-favored regions come to
exploit them.
3. Dominance in Manufacturing. The supremacy of the cyclonic
regions is even more marked in manufacturing than in primary produc-
tion. This is illustrated in A452, where the dark areas show the loca-
tion of active manufacturing. These areas, however, differ greatly
among themselves. Only the two larger ones, in the northeastern United
States and Western Europe, really do much complex manufacturing.
Even such advanced regions as Tapan and our South make relatively
simple goods for the most part. - If we had statistics with which to prepare
• a map, we should see at once that complex manufactured goods, such as
electric motors^ mill machinery, motor engines, typewriters, fancy dress

